Hi {FIRST_NAME|Friend},

What comes to mind when you think of “mental health therapy”? While we may have a picture in our heads, the help that’s available is widely varied and personalized to fit your needs.

At The Next Door, our incredible therapists see clients for who they are and let them know their worth, even if clients aren’t ready to see it themselves. Therapists have the honor of working with young children, teens, and families from all different paths, encouraging them in their strengths and working with them towards an even stronger way of being.

Through listening, relationship building, and providing guidance, as well as providing opportunities for self-discovery, therapists walk with clients through life and help them develop the courage needed to take their next step forward.

Currently, we serve youth and families with OHP and offer private pay options.

Especially during difficult times, it’s important to remember that
If you're struggling emotionally, we're here to help:

The Next Door's Mental Health Line
541-308-7110

Free services:
Monday - Friday
9am - 5pm

none of us are alone, and we aren’t meant to be. If you could benefit from having a therapist walk with you on your journey, call us. We're here for you.

To learn more, visit our Treatment Services website.

Sincerely,

Janet L. Hamada, MSW
Executive Director
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